
DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Omnitub® Panels

For more information, please visit www.omnitub.co.uk or call 01934 751 200

Our Omnitub® Panels create the finished look for your new Omnitub® bath tub by hiding away the frame and fittings 
beneath. Using our Panels coherently with our Omnitub® bath tubs, it seamlessly blends in with the rest of your decor, 
resulting in a stylish and sophisticated look. 

All of our Omnitub® Panels are manufactured using the same process as our bath tubs meaning that all of our manufactured 
panels are extremely durable.

The Omnitub® Panels currently come with panel itself, as well as a metal frame with fixings. 

When you receive one of our Omnitub® Panels, they will be shipped 100 mm longer and 100 mm higher than the standard 
highest recommended installed height.

If you already know the height which the panel will be required, you are welcome to give us the dimensions of your required 
panel; however this would make your Panel classed as a bespoke item therefore would not be eligible for a return.

If you are planning on tiling over the panel or cladding over it, you should not purchase one of our panels because they have 
been designed and manufactured to be a complete finish look to match the style of your Omnitub® bath tub.

INSTRUCTIONS ON INSTALLING THE OMNITUB® PANEL

1. Build a wooden frame from the floor to the underside of the tub (underneath the flanges) and the walls.
2. Measure the height and length required to ensure you get an accurate and flush fit.
3. Trim the Omnitub® Panel accordingly using a diamond cut saw blade.
4. Connect the Omnitub® Panel onto the built wooden surround you have built by aligning the magnets on the 

panel to the metal frame.
We would recommend that your installer realigns the Omnitub® Panel to the bath tub prior to sealing the item with silicone 
(or equivalent substance) to the bath tub and walls.

In the event where you will need to remove the panel to gain access, simply blade the silicone (or equivalent substance) and 
pull the panel off of the metal frame.

Right-handed
L-shaped Front Bath Panel

This panel is manufactured as one whole 
piece and is to be used on an Omnitub® 
bath tub where the visible long side of the 
bath tub connects to the visible short side 
on the right hand-side.
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Left-handed
L-shaped Front Bath Panel

This panel is manufactured as one whole 
piece and is to be used on an Omnitub® 
bath tub where the visible long side of the 
bath tub connects to the visible short side 
on the left hand-side.
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Long or Short sided
Front Bath Panel

If you have a wall surrounding three sides 
of your Omnitub® bath tub, then 
depending on what side is shown will be 
the type of panel you will require.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE* Do not purchase a Long sided  front bath panel and a short sided front bath panel in order to create the 
L-shaped front effect. Ensure that you have purchased the correct panel type prior to proceeding with the order.




